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Saturable and reverse saturable absorption of
Rhodamine B in methanol and water
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We have investigated nonlinear absorption of Rhodamine B dye in methanol and water near resonance (532
nm) on the higher-energy (435 nm) and lower-energy (600 nm) sides of the absorption band, using an open-
aperture Z-scan technique with nanosecond pulses. We observed reverse saturable absorption (RSA) at 435
nm in both of the solvents, and a transition from saturable absorption (SA) to RSA with an increase in either
intensity or concentration at 600 nm in methanol. A transition from RSA to SA with an increase in concen-
tration at 600 nm was observed with water as the solvent. We used theoretical analysis based on rate equa-
tions to determine the two-photon and excited-state absorption coefficients from the experimental results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is considerable interest in understanding the opti-
cal nonlinearities of dyes for widespread applications.
Dye molecules are used mostly to generate tunable laser
sources and in optical shutters, optical signal-processing
devices,1–4 two-photon microscopy,5 upconversion
lasers,6,7 optical limiting,8,9 optical data storage,10,11 and
three-dimensional microfabrication.12 The investigation
is ongoing for a new series of dyes, with large two-photon
absorption (TPA) cross sections at shorter wavelengths
which will have applications for the development of dis-
plays and blue–green lasers. The fluorescence yield and
lasing efficiency of these organic dyes have been studied
extensively. The basic absorption processes in dyes can
be divided into linear and nonlinear absorption. Nonlin-
ear absorption is a phenomenon defined as a nonlinear
change (increase or decrease) in absorption with increas-
ing intensity. This can be of either two types: saturable
absorption (SA) and reverse saturable absorption (RSA).
Depending on the pump intensity and on the absorption
cross section at the excitation wavelength, most molecules
show nonlinear absorption. With increasing intensity, if
the excited states show saturation owing to their long life-
times, the transmission will show SA characteristics. If,
however, the excited state has strong absorption com-
pared with that of the ground state, the transmission will
show RSA characteristics. These absorption characteris-
tics are highly dependent on the wavelength, intensity
and excited-state lifetime. With the availability of in-
tense laser sources it is essential to have perfect knowl-
edge of the absorption characteristics of the medium. SA
is vital for use of dyes in mode locking. The most impor-
tant application of RSA is in an optical limiting device13

that protects sensitive optical components, including the
human eye, from laser-induced damage. RSA is observed
as a result of excited-state absorption (ESA), TPA, or
both. Among a variety of materials investigated for RSA,
the best results were obtained for porphyrins,14

phthalocyanines,15 and fullerenes.16 It is imperative to
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assess the nonlinear absorption at different wavelengths
to determine the potential applications of these materials.

Rhodamine B dye belongs to the xanthene family. It is
one of the most commonly used dyes in various spectro-
scopic studies. Our basic aim in the present study is to
examine the nonlinear absorption behavior of Rhodamine
B in the visible region, as most earlier studies were fo-
cused in the 690–1050 nm spectral region.17,18 Our re-
cent Z-scan and degenerate four-wave mixing studies
with incoherent light suggested the presence of excited-
state absorption (ESA) through resonant TPA in
Rhodamine B.19 There have been few reports on the non-
linear absorption properties suggesting the presence of
TPA or ESA Rhodamine 6G.20,21 Furthermore, a recent
report suggests that a novel Rhodamine B cation fulleride
salt shows strong optical limiting22 at 532 nm and that
the type of nonlinear absorption in Rhodamine B is satu-
rable and the limiting action is due mainly to the fulleride
salt. Here we report our results of nonlinear absorption
in Rhodamine B at 435 and 600 nm in two solvents, for
the first time to our knowledge, using the standard Z-scan
technique.23

2. EXPERIMENT
A. Z Scan
The source for the experiments was a frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG (Spectra-Physics INDI 40; 10 Hz, ;6 ns at 532
nm) laser, an anti-Stokes (435 nm) line from a 532 nm
pumped Raman cell filled with hydrogen, and a dye laser
(600 nm) that comprised an oscillator and a single-stage
amplifier. Both the Raman cell and the dye laser were
operated at 10 Hz and delivered pulses of nearly 6-ns du-
ration. The laser medium, Rhodamine B in methanol,
was transversely pumped by the second harmonic of
Nd:YAG laser with a maximum output energy of ;100
mJ/pulse at 532 nm. The FWHM (spectral bandwidth) of
the dye output was ;7 nm. Other essential details of the
experimental setup can be found in Refs. 24–28. For the
2003 Optical Society of America
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open-aperture Z-scan experiments the input beam was fo-
cused with an 80-mm lens, and the sample was scanned
across the focus with a micrometer translation stage con-
trolled by a computer. The total transmitted light was
collected with a large-area lens of f ; 120 mm and fo-
cused onto a photodiode. Data acquisition was accom-
plished with a boxcar averager, an analog-to-digital con-
verter card, and a PC. The beam waist at focus was
estimated to be ;20 mm at 435 nm, ;27 mm at 532 nm,
and ;35 mm at 600 nm. The corresponding peak inten-
sities were estimated to be approximately, 108 –109

W/cm2. Neutral-density filters were used for controlling
the intensity of input beam.

B. Measurements of Picosecond Fluorescence Lifetime
A mode-locked Tsunami picosecond laser second harmonic
(375 nm; FWHM, ;1.2 ps) operated at 4 MHz was used as
the excitation source. For decay measurements a
fluorescence-lifetime spectrometer (IBH, UK, Model
5000U) was used. The excitation beam was focused in
the sample, and fluorescence was collected at right angles
to the excitation beam and detected by a microchannel
plate–photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R3809U with a
response time of ;0.15 ns) after passing through a mono-
chromator. The signal from the photomultiplier tube
was fed into the discriminator, and output from a dis-
criminator served as a stop signal for a time-to-amplitude
converter (TAC). The start signal was derived from a
high-speed silicon detector (Thor Labs, Inc., DET210,
with a response time of ,1 ns). The photodiode signal
was converted to transistor–transistor logic by a pulse
converter (IBH, Model TB-01), and the output was used
as start pulse for the TAC. The TAC output was fed to a
multichannel analyzer card (Oxford Corporation, UK).
Repetitive laser pulsing and collection of emitted photons
produced a histogram of time versus counts that repre-
sented the fluorescence decay. The data analysis was
carried out with the software provided by IBH (DAS-6),
which was based on a reconvolution technique that used
iterative nonlinear least-squares methods.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rhodamine B (.99% pure) dye solutions were prepared in
1022 –1025 M concentrations with highly purified spectro-
scopic grade methanol and Millipore water as the sol-
vents. The linear absorption spectra for different concen-
trations were obtained with a UV–visible spectrometer,
and the curves matched well those reported in literature.
Representative absorption spectra of Rhodamine B in wa-
ter (dashed curve) and methanol (solid curve) are shown
in Fig. 1(a). Open-aperture Z scans were performed at
different concentrations for various input intensities with
500 mm cuvettes at 435 and 600 nm excitation and with a
100 mm cuvette at 532 nm. The excitation wavelengths
were chosen to probe the nonlinear absorption at off reso-
nance (435 and 600 nm) and near resonance (532 nm)
with the S0 –S1 absorption band. The most general
model for the organic molecule is a five-level system29

[Fig. 1(b)] with S0 , S1 , Sn , T1 , and Tn states. Rate
equations for this five-level model are
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and the intensity transmitted through sample is
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where s0 is the ground-state absorption cross section, s1
and s2 are the excited-state absorption cross sections
from states S1 and T1 , respectively; b is the TPA coeffi-
cient; N0 , N1 , N2 , N3 , and N4 represent the number
densities of states S0 , S1 , Sn , T1 , and Tn , respectively;
tISC is the intersystem crossing time; t is are the lifetimes
of the excited states; z0 is the Rayleigh range; and v0 is
the beam waist at focus. I is intensity as a function of
radial parameter r, time t, and propagation direction z;
I00 is the peak intensity at the focus of the Gaussian

Fig. 1. (a) Absorption spectra of Rhodamine B in methanol
(solid curve) and water (dashed curve). (b) Energy-level dia-
gram of a typical Rhodamine B molecule: b, TPA coefficient; s0 ,
ground-state absorption coefficient; s1 , singlet-state absorption
coefficient; s2 , triplet-state absorption coefficient; tS1

, S1-state
lifetime; tSn

, Sn state lifetime; tT1
, T1 state lifetime; tTn

, Tn

state lifetime; tvib , vibrational relaxation time; tISC , intersystem
crossing time; S0 , S1 , Sn , singlet states; T1 , Tn , triplet states.
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beam, and tp is the input pulse width used. The differ-
ential equations were solved numerically by the Runge–
Kutta fourth-order method. Equations were first decou-
pled and then integrated over time and length and along
the radial direction. Assuming the input beam to be
Gaussian, we varied the limits of integration for r, t, and
z from 0 to `, 2` to `, and 0 to L (L is the length of the
sample), respectively. Typical numbers of slices used for
r, t, and z are 60, 30, and 5, respectively, and s1 , s2 , and
b were then estimated through least-squares fit of the ex-
perimental data. We can clearly understand the various
mechanisms that are responsible for the nonlinear behav-
ior from the observed transmittance data and their five-
level model analysis.

Depending on the input pulse’s duration, nonlinear ab-
sorption in these materials normally occurs through tran-
sitions from S0 → Sn states by instantaneous TPA or
from S0 → S1 → Sn states by a two-step resonant TPA
(ESA if S1 → Sn occurs after vibrational transitions or
diffusion within the S1) or T1 → Tn states by means of
ESA. For Rhodamine B the intersystem crossing time
(tISC), which is of the order of few microseconds, is of mi-
nor consequence because of the nanosecond and picosec-
ond lifetimes of the singlet state. For the present studies
we therefore can neglect intersystem crossing and hence
the contribution of the T1 state. Nonlinear absorption
parameters were therefore calculated for an effective
three-level system with S0 , S1 , and Sn states. We used
the b value determined from the theoretical fits to calcu-
late the TPA cross section ( sTPA) from the following
relation30:

b 5
N0

hn
sTPA , (8)

where h is Planck’s constant, n is the frequency of light,
and N0 is the number of molecules per unit volume.

Equations (9)–(11) below are used in the literature31–33

for saturation of the first excited state. We incorporated
these three equations into our five-level model to obtain
best fits for the Z-scan curves. For the saturation of a ho-
mogeneously broadened line the dependence of measured
absorption coefficient a on intensity I of the incident laser
radiation is given by the expression31

a 5 a0/1 1 ~I/Is!, (9)

where a0 is the low-intensity absorption coefficient and Is
is the saturation intensity.

A strong, narrow-band laser field saturates one seg-
ment of the inhomogeneous absorption profile (e.g., Dop-
pler broadening), leading to decreased absorption. Mal-
cuit et al.32 proposed the following equation for this kind
of inhomogeneous saturation:

a 5
a0

@1 1 ~I/Is!#
1/2 . (10)

Samoc et al.33 observed SA in poly(indenofluorene), and
they found that the experimental curves were not well re-
produced by Eqs. (9) and (10), proposed the following ad
hoc formula, and obtained a good fit:
a 5
a0

1 1 ~I/Is!
1/2 . (11)

A. Rhodamine B in Methanol
Off-resonance wavelength 435 nm was chosen as excita-
tion wavelength, such that the excitation would be into
the higher levels of the first excited state. Figure 2
shows open-aperture Z-scan curves at 435 nm at various
concentrations for an intensity of 8.7 3 108 W/cm2. Fig-
ure 2 also shows the theoretical curves (solid curves) gen-
erated with the three-level model. Figure 2(c) shows a
solid curve with s0 5 3.13 3 10219 cm2, s1 5 21.8
3 10218 cm2, and b 5 30 3 10212 cm W21; scattered
points (3) generated with s1 5 21.8 3 10218 cm2 and b
5 0; and a dotted curve generated with s1 5 0 and b
5 30 3 10212 cm W21. Figure 2(e) shows a solid curve
with s0 5 3.87 3 10219 cm2, s1 5 24.75 3 10218 cm2,
and b 5 40 3 10212 cm W21; scattered points (3) gener-
ated with s1 5 24.75 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 0; and a dot-
ted curve generated with s1 5 0 and b 5 40
3 10212 cm W21. We can clearly see from Figs. 2(c) and
2(e) that the variation in s1 has a significant effect on the
curve, implying that the curve does not show RSA behav-
ior without ESA ( s1). The effect of TPA (b) is negligible
at this excitation. We obtain the best fits with lowest
x2, however, by floating b and the s1 values, and these
values are listed in Table 1. From the data we can see
that with the increase in concentration the ESA cross
section increases, thereby leading to an increase in

Fig. 2. Open-aperture Z-scan data of Rhodamine B in methanol
at 435 nm at six concentrations at an intensity of ;9
3 108 W/cm2.
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nonlinear absorption. At low concentration the ESA
cross section was 8 3 10218 cm2 and the linear transmit-
tance was 80%; at high concentration the ESA cross sec-
tion was 24.75 3 10218 cm2 and the linear transmittance
was ;20%. At concentrations higher than 2.6
3 1023 M we observe that the ESA coefficient falls down,
which could be due mainly to the formation of aggregates.
This result is in agreement with the observations made
by Selwyn and Steidfeld.34 This ESA behavior at 435 nm
could be used for optical limiters because near this wave-
length Rhodamine B exhibits minimum linear absorption.

To understand the behavior of the material near the ab-
sorption peak we obtained open aperture Z-scan curves at
532 nm. At this excitation wavelength, which is almost
at the peak of the absorption band, an increase in trans-
mission with increased intensity was observed (SA). In
the vicinity of 532 nm the linear absorption coefficient is
very large, and strong pumping leads to saturation rather
than to RSA.35 Open-aperture Z-scan curves at a concen-
tration of 5.3 3 1023 M at peak intensities of 3.1 3 108

Fig. 3. Open-aperture Z-scan data of 5.3 3 1023 M Rhodamine
B in methanol.

Table 1. Excited-State Absorption Cross Sections
s and TPA Coefficient b at Several Concentrations

of Rhodamine B in Methanol at 435 nm

Concentration
(M)

s1
(310218 cm2)

b
(310212 cm W21)

sTPA
(310250 cm4 s)

5.3 3 1023 12.75 55 799.4
2.6 3 1023 24.75 40 1162
1.3 3 1023 21.8 20 1162
6.4 3 1024 21.8 30 3488
3.2 3 1024 8.0 20 4639
and 9.39 3 108 W/cm2 are depicted in Fig. 3. We ob-
served dielectric breakdown for peak intensities above 1.4
GW/cm2 as a result of heating caused by intense laser
pulses, thereby reducing the transmitted intensity at fo-
cus. Equations (9)–(11) for the saturation of absorption
were used to fit the Z-scan curves of Fig. 3. We found
that Eq. (11) gives a better fit than the other two equa-
tions, and for the figure we derived all theoretical curves
with s1 5 2.0 3 10218 cm2 and by varying saturation in-
tensity Is . In Fig. 3(a), scattered points (open circles)
are the experimental data; crosses [3, Eq. (9)] represent
the theoretical fit generated with Is 5 0.13
3 108 W/cm2; the dashed curve [Eq. (10)], the fit with
Is 5 0.68 3 108 W/cm2; and the solid curve [Eq. (11)], the
fit with Is 5 1.8 3 108 W/cm2. In Fig. 3(b) the scattered
points (open circles) are the experimental data; the
crosses [3, with Eq. (9)], the theoretical fit generated with
Is 5 0.48 3 108 W/cm2; the dashed curve [Eq. (10)], the
fit with Is 5 0.26 3 108 W/cm2; and the solid curve [Eq.
(11)], the fit with Is 5 9.3 3 108 W/cm2. Sinha et al.35

observed saturation behavior in Rhodamine B (ethanol)
at 510 nm with 40-ns pulses, and they performed a closed-
aperture Z-scan in order to investigate the thermal con-
tribution. They observed the lowest thermal nonlinear-
ity in an aqueous solution of the dye.

At 600 nm, the edge of the absorption band, we ob-
served SA behavior for low intensities [Fig. 4(a) and Table
2]. For intensities below 4 3 108 W/cm2, saturable ab-
sorption behavior was observed. At this wavelength the
excitation is into the lowest of the S1 energy levels, and
therefore one expects more of localization of the energy,36

Fig. 4. Open-aperture Z-scan data of 5.3 3 1023 M Rhodamine
B in methanol at the intensities shown.
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Table 2. Excited-State Cross Sections s1 TPA Coefficient b, and Singlet Lifetime t at
Three Concentrations of Rhodamine B in Methanol at 600 nma

Concentration (M) s1 (310218 cm2) b (31029 cm W21) sTPA (310249 cm4 s) tS1
(ns)

1.0 3 1022 2.0 5.2 2739 3.79
5.3 3 1023 2.0 5.2 5479 3.79
2.6 3 1023 0.8 0 3.2

a For concentrations ,2.6 3 1023 M, no nonlinear absorption was observed.
thereby leading to saturation at lower intensities. As
the intensity increased, the behavior switched to
RSA, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The intensities used
were 4.0 3 108 and 1.9 3 109 W/cm2 for a concentration
of 5 3 1023 M. For increasing intensities (.1.4
3 109 W/cm2) the behavior shows a complete switchover
from SA to RSA, which could probably be due to either
TPA or ESA. At very large intensities (;1.9
3 109 W/cm2) the behavior was completely dominated by
RSA. Figure 4(a) shows the saturation curve for low in-
tensity of 4 3 108 W/cm2, and the theoretical curve was
generated by incorporation of the saturation effect [with
Eq. (11)] for level S1 in an effective three-level model. In
Fig. 4(a) the solid curve represents the curve with s1
5 2.0 3 10218 cm2 and Is 5 0.2 3 108 W/cm2. Figure
4(b) shows the RSA curve at the high intensity of 1.9
3 109 W/cm2. The evaluated TPA coefficient at 600 nm
was ;0.58 3 1028 cm W21. We calculated the value of b
for two extreme values of singlet-state excited-state ab-
sorption ( s1). The observed change in transmission and
shape of the curves was negligible for s1 5 0 and s1
5 10 3 10219 cm2, indicating that the predominant
mechanism for nonlinear absorption in this case is
TPA. This is in contrast to what we observed at 435 nm:

Fig. 5. Open-aperture Z-scan data of Rhodamine B in methanol.
a strong contribution from s1 with a small contribution
from b to the RSA behavior. This result is expected, as
the higher excited states of the singlet manifold relax to
the lower vibrational states, leading to absorption of the
pump laser from the lower singlet level to the higher ex-
cited states through ESA. When the excitation is di-
rected to the lower side of the absorption band, as men-
tioned above, there is more localization of the energy
before it decays to the ground state. This would, there-
fore, lead to resonant TPA.

The effect of concentration on transmission for a par-
ticular intensity (;7.0 3 108 W/cm2) is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5(a) shows the data for a 2.6 3 1023 M concentra-
tion, and Fig. 5(b) shows the data for 5.3 3 1023 M. As
the concentration increased, we observed RSA within the
SA. In Fig. 5(a) the solid curve was generated with s1
5 2.05 3 10218 cm2, b 5 0 cm W21, and Is 5 5.2
3 108 W/cm2, and Fig. 5(b) shows a solid curve with s1
5 2.05 3 10218 cm2, b 5 52 3 10210 cm W21, and Is
5 0.2 3 108 W/cm2. Such behavior was reported earlier
for zinc meso-tetra( p-methoxyphenyl) tetrabenzoporphy-
rin (ZnmpTBP),37 polymethine dye,38 and coordination
compounds.39 In ZnmpTBP the behavior was attributed
to the excitation of population into higher excited states
(Tn) at higher intensities, giving rise to RSA; and the SA
behavior was given as due to the saturation of the T1
state.37 In polymethine dye38 this behavior was attrib-
uted to irreversible damage induced by the input pulses.
For ruthenium and osmium complexes of modified
terpyridines,39 the saturation curve was explained as be-
ing due to the compounds and the RSA portion as being
due to TPA of the solvent and TPA, and the SA curves
were superimposed to explain the observations. The
most plausible explanation for the observed behavior in
our case is that at higher concentrations these dye mol-
ecules tend to form aggregates. The presence of such ag-
gregates can be easily identified through their linear ab-
sorption spectra, with new peaks appearing on S0 –S1
absorption.34 The appearance of new peaks in the ab-
sorption spectrum leads to the localization of excited en-
ergy in the S1 states of different aggregates, thereby en-
hancing absorption from the S1 to the Sn states, which
follows the square law for intensity dependence, leading
to enhanced TPA. At lower concentrations monomers are
predominant and therefore excitation in the S1 state dif-
fuses owing to dephasing–vibrational relaxation within
the S1 state. The lifetimes of excited state S1 for the
various concentrations are obtained through fluorescence-
lifetime measurements at room temperature. As the con-
centration was increased, we observed an increase in fluo-
rescence lifetime from 2.6 to 3.8 ns, in agreement with the
data available in literature.40 These S1 lifetimes were
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used for obtaining theoretical curves. Figure 6 shows the
observed decay for two concentrations, 8 3 1025 and 5
3 1023 M.

B. Rhodamine B in Water
To evaluate the nonlinear absorption properties of
Rhodamine B as a function of aggregates, we chose water
as the solvent. In water the dye molecules aggregate at
relatively lower concentrations. As in the case of metha-
nol for off-resonance excitation of 435 nm, we observed
RSA. As the excitation is into the higher energies of the
first singlet state, this RSA is attributed to ESA rather
than to TPA. The three-level model also revealed that
the ESA contributes more than TPA at this excitation
wavelength. These observations are similar to that for
methanol as the solvent at 435 nm. Figure 7 shows
open-aperture Z-scan curves and the corresponding theo-
retical curves at 435 nm at several concentrations at
an intensity of 6.9 3 108 W/cm2. Figure 7(c) shows a
solid curve with s1 5 17 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 55
3 10212 cm W21; the crosses (3) were generated with
s1 5 17 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 0, and the dashed curve
was generated with s1 5 0 and b 5 55
3 10212 cm W21. Figure 7(e) shows a solid curve with
s1 5 26.5 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 125 3 10212 cm W21;
the dashed curve was generated with s1 5 0 and b
5 125 3 10212 cm W21; and the crosses (3) were gener-
ated with s1 5 26.5 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 0. s1 there-
fore shows a significant effect on the curve, whereas b
does not have much influence on the shape of the curve.
Therefore ESA ( s1) contributes more to RSA behavior
than does TPA at this excitation wavelength. The Z-scan
curves for all the concentrations and their corresponding
fits are shown in Fig. 7. The data obtained from the best
fits for the various concentrations are listed in Table 3.
At this excitation wavelength, Rhodamine B in the two
solvents showed similar behavior, and the dominant

Fig. 6. Time-resolved fluorescence measurement of Rhodamine
B in methanol at 8 3 1025 and 5.3 3 1023 M.
mechanism was ESA rather than TPA. Observation of
reduction in the ESA coefficient ( s1) for the highest con-
centration of Rhodamine B in methanol is consistent with
the steady decrease in the s1 value for increased concen-
tration of Rhodamine B in water, as aggregation starts
appearing even at low concentrations in water and one
expects it at higher concentrations in methanol.

Z-scan curves obtained at 532 nm at two intensities,
1.8 3 108 and 1.4 3 108 W/cm2, are very similar to those
recorded with methanol as the solvent (Fig. 3). We gen-
erated theoretical curves by incorporating Eq. (11) into
the three-level model with s1 5 1.0 3 10219 cm2 for both
curves. Saturation intensities were Is 5 0.16 3 106 and
Is 5 0.13 3 106 W/cm2, respectively, for intensities 1.8
3 108 and 1.4 3 108 W/cm2. After a particular thresh-
old intensity we observed scattering from the material
caused by dielectric breakdown. At intensities higher
than this threshold, the Z-scan curves were not symmet-
ric. For peak intensities above 1.8 3 108 W/cm2 at high
concentrations and 0.4 3 108 W/cm2 at low concentra-
tions we observed sudden decreases in the transmitted in-
tensity.

The nonlinear absorption properties of Rhodamine B in
water showed quite interesting behavior at 600 nm. For
low intensities of nearly 3 3 108 W/cm2 and at low con-
centrations, nonlinear absorption was not observed. For
intensities near 6 3 108 W/cm2, RSA was observed at low
concentrations, and as the concentration increased a
crossover from SA to RSA was observed. Excited state
parameters s1, b, sTPA, and ts1 calculated from the ex-
perimantal data for different concentrations are listed in

Fig. 7. Open-aperture Z-scan data of Rhodamine B in water at
435 nm at six concentrations at an intensity of 6 3 108 W/cm2.
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Fig. 8. Open-aperture Z-scan data Rhodamine B in water at nine concentrations at 600 nm at an intensity of 6 3 108 W/cm2.

Table 3. Excited-State Absorption Cross Sections s1 , TPA Coefficient b, and Singlet Lifetimes t at Several
Concentrations of Rhodamine B in Water at 435 nm at ;108 W/cm2

Concentration (M) s1 (310218 cm2) b (310212 cm W21) sTPA (310249 cm4 s) tS1
(ns)

5.3 3 1023 10.8 55 80 1.04
2.6 3 1023 17 55 160 1.31
1.3 3 1023 18 55 320 1.41
6.4 3 1024 26.5 125 1453 1.41
3.2 3 1024 34.5 146 3375 1.43

Table 4. Excited-State Absorption Cross Sections s1 TPA coefficient b, and Singlet Lifetime t at Several
Concentrations of Rhodamine B in Water at 600 nm at ;6Ã108 W/cm2

Concentration (M) s1 (310217 cm2) b (31029 cm W21) sTPA (310246 cm4 s) tS1
(ns)

1.0 3 1022 0.2 0 0.657
5.3 3 1023 0.2 0 1.04
2.6 3 1023 2 38 80.08 1.31
1.3 3 1023 2 50 210.75 1.41
6.4 3 1024 1.4 22 185.46 1.41
3.2 3 1024 1 21 354.06 1.43
1.6 3 1024 0.6 0.83 27.98 1.44
Table 4. The crossover from pure RSA to SA with
RSA near Z 5 0, and then to pure SA with a change in
concentration at a peak intensity of ;6 3 108 W/cm2, can
be seen in Fig. 8. Figure 8(f) shows the data at a
1.3 3 1023 M, concentration, the solid curve is a theoret-
ical curve with s1 5 2.0 3 10217 cm2 and b 5 50
3 1029 cm W21. Figure 8(i) shows the data at a 1.0
3 1022 M concentration; the solid curve is a theoretical
curve generated with s1 5 2.0 3 10218 cm2. The RSA
observed at lower concentration near focus is due pre-
dominantly to TPA. We observed a crossover from RSA
to full SA behavior at a 2.6 3 1023 M concentration at a
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peak intensity of ;6 3 108 W/cm2. We did not observe
any nonlinear absorption for 1025 M concentration.

To study complex absorption behavior we used three
concentrations, each of which showed a different behav-
ior. Figure 9 shows the open-aperture Z-scan curves for a
concentration of 1.6 3 1024 M at two intensities, 6.3

Fig. 9. Open-aperture Z-scan data of 1.6 3 1024 M Rhodamine
B in water at 600 nm.

Fig. 10. Open-aperture Z-scan data of Rhodamine B in water at
6.3 3 1024 M concentration.
3 108 and 1.3 3 109 W/cm2. Figure 9(a) shows a theo-
retical fit with s1 5 6 3 10217 cm2 and b 5 8.55
3 1029 cm W21 at I00 5 1.3 3 109 W/cm2. In Fig. 9(b)
a theoretical curve generated with s1 5 0 cm2 and b
5 0.83 3 1029 cm W21 is represented by the solid curve.
For similar concentrations we observed linear absorption
in methanol for a pump intensity of 6.5 3 108 W/cm2.
Figure 10 shows nonlinear absorption behavior at a 6
3 1024 M concentration for two intensities. An
intensity-dependent study at a 6.4 3 1024 M concentra-
tion revealed that the RSA observed near focus was TPA
dominant. The solid curve in Fig. 10(a) was generated
with s1 5 14 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 22 3 1029 cm W21

for the experimental data obtained with 6.3
3 108 W/cm2. In Fig. 10(b) the scattered points (open
circles) show the open-aperture data at 1.3 3 109 W/cm2

and the solid curve is a theoretical fit generated with s1
5 14 3 10218 cm2 and b 5 28 3 1029 cm W21. The
highly concentrated (1 3 1022 M) solution shows satura-
tion behavior at low and high intensities.

Earlier studies revealed that Rhodamine B has zwitte-
rionic form in water41 and forms aggregates at lower con-
centrations than do other organic solvents. Smirl et al.42

observed an increase in dimer-to-monomer ratio with an
increase in concentration. They observed a variation in
the dimer-to-monomer ratio from 0.06 to 1.61 with con-
centrations ranging from 1025 to 1023 M. They also ob-
served rapid fluorescence decay at high concentrations,
and their measurements suggested that energy transfer
can be a primary pathway for the decay of the excited-
state monomer.

Smith et al.43 observed a transition from RSA to SA
with increasing gold nanoparticle content in hexamethy-
indotricarboncyanine iodide in a methanol–water mix-
ture. They attributed this transition to the sign reversal
of x (3) caused by the modification of the local field factor

Fig. 11. Time-resolved fluorescence measurement of Rhodamine
B in water at 8 3 1025 and 1.0 3 1022 M.
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at the surface plasmon resonance. Zhan et al.44 observed
a similar transition in a charge-transfer salt
@(TBA)2 Ni(dmit)2, where TBA is tetra-n-
butylammonium, and dmit is 2-thioxo-1,3-dithiole-4,5-
dithiolate] with increasing intensity. They attributed
this transition to fifth-order nonlinearity, as the excita-
tion wavelength was 1064 nm and absorption peaked
near 532 nm for their sample.

Aggregation of molecules in water is expected to in-
crease the localization of energies and thereby lead to en-
hancement of TPA. Although we saw a slight improve-
ment of the TPA coefficient in water compared with the
methanol solution, it was not proportional to the amount
of increase in the aggregation as seen from the absorption
spectrum. To understand this, we performed lifetime
measurements of the first excited state in water and
methanol. We observed that the fluorescence lifetimes
were much smaller in water than in methanol. We ob-
served no variation in fluorescence decay until a concen-
tration of 1.3 3 1023 M was reached and observed a sud-
den fall from ;1.4 ns to 657 ps at a 1 3 1022 M
concentration. These results are in agreement with pre-
viously reported values.42 Fluorescence decay times at
two concentrations are shown in Fig. 11. The solid
curves through the data are fits of single exponentials.
This fast decay has been attributed to energy transfer
from the monomer to the nonradiatively decaying
dimer.42 Aggregation is known to lead to the reduction in
lifetimes of S1 state emission from singlets owing to fast
energy transfer from monomers to dimers through self-
absorption of the radiation and nonradiative emission
from the dimers. A longer lifetime and more localization
of the energy would have increased the RSA behavior.
Theoretical fits of the experimental data, too, yielded con-
sistent results with the available data on the lifetimes of
the excited states. Lifetimes calculated from the ob-
served data for water and methanol as solvents are
ts1(methanol) 5 2.6 ns and ts1(water) 5 1.4 ns. These
values agree reasonably well with the values from pico-
second lifetime measurements.

From these observations we conclude that the RSA be-
havior at low concentrations with 600-nm excitation is
due mainly to resonant TPA from the monomers. As the
concentration increased, the absorption cross section also
increased at 600 nm. Longer lifetimes of the monomers
led to saturation behavior. For higher concentrations we
observed pure SA behavior caused by rapid energy distri-
bution among the monomers and dimers. The reduction
in the width of the SA curve can be attributed to fast de-
cay of the dimers (,200 ps), which are populated through
energy transfer from the monomers excited at 600 nm.
Such fast decay requires large intensities for saturating
the levels.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our Z-scan experiments have revealed inter-
esting features of the nonlinear absorption properties of
Rhodamine B in methanol and in water. At 435 nm ex-
citation RSA was observed in both of those solvents, pre-
dominantly because of excited-state absorption. With in-
creasing concentration the nonlinear absorption
increased in both cases. At resonance (532 nm), SA was
observed in both solvents, as the excitation was directed
into the first excited state. At 600 nm excitation a
switchover from SA to RSA behavior was observed with
increasing intensity or with increasing concentration in
methanol and vice versa in water. We attribute the be-
havior in methanol to the localization of energy, which
leads to resonant TPA. In water the changeover from
RSA to SA is attributed to the aggregation and fast decay
times of dimers, which get populated through energy
transfer.
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